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ORLANDO SPORT AND SOCIAL CLUB 
8 vs. 8 OUTDOOR SOCCER LEAGUE  

OFFICIAL OFFICIAL SOCCERSOCCER   RULESRULES   
Copyright January 2015 

OVERVIEW 
8 PLAYERS ON THE FIELD (5 MALES/3 FEMALES) 

NO GOALIES 
TWO 20-MINUTE HALVES  

RUNNING CLOCK 
TIES DURING REGULAR SEASON STAY AS A TIE 

PLAYOFF TIES DECIDED BY OVERTIME & SUDDEN DEATH SHOOTOUT 
 
Orlando Sport & Social Club Guidelines 

1. The goal of OSSC Soccer is friendly competition.  There may be times when play gets intense 
during games, but as an adult soccer player, it is your personal responsibility to never allow 
yourself, your teammates, or your spectators to cross that line between friendly competition and 
unsportsmanlike behavior. 

2. Players should treat their fellow soccer players, referees, and spectators with respect and courtesy 
at all times.  Profane or malicious remarks directed at anybody in the soccer community will not 
be tolerated.   

3. Players should refrain from any action that is considered poor sportsmanship.  Such actions include 
– but are not limited to – arguing penalty calls, and yelling at opposing players in an attempt to 
distract them. 

4. Players are expected to fully comply with the rules of the game.  Deliberately attempting to violate 
any of the rules is considered unsportsmanlike. 

5. During games, team captains are the only players that can address concerns to referees and league 
officials.  Team captains are expected to address referees and league officials in a respectful 
manner. 

6. Players must respect the authority of the referee to regulate the game and abide by their decisions. 
Referees have the discretion to eject players from the game for detrimental conduct. All decisions 
made by the referees are final.  Ejected players cannot be replaced on the field. If an ejection 
causes a team to be below the minimum required numbers of players the team will have to forfeit 
the game. 

 
 

I. Set-Up: Registration, Teams, Equipment, Field, Referees 
 
1. Registration & Rosters  

1. 1 All players must be registered and have paid the league registration fee to play soccer, operated by 
Orlando Sport & Social Club (OSSC). 

1. 1.1 By registering, players agree that they are at least 18 years of age, have health insurance, and 
will not hold OSSC responsible for any injuries that occur during soccer game play or at any 
soccer-related events hosted by OSSC. 

1.2 Players may only be on the team roster for the team they have registered and signed with or – if 
registered as an independent - the team they were placed on by OSSC. 

1.3 Team Size 
Each team shall field 8 players on the field at one time. OSSC rules allow a team to play a legal 
game shorthanded with 5 players (at least 1 female). Teams may have as many players on their 
roster as they want. All rosters must be finalized by the last week of the season. Only those team 
members who have played in at least two regular season games and signed the waiver form and 
are not on another roster in the division will be eligible for playoffs. If there are multiple 
divisions, each is considered a separate division. Players may only be on one roster per 
division. 
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1.3.1 Shorthanded teams may play a legal game with the bare minimum of 5 roster players, at least 
one of them being female. Those 5 players cannot be on another roster in the same division. 
Teams fielding less than 5 of their own players will receive a forfeit. IF A TEAM HAS THE 
BARE MINIMUM, THEY CANNOT PICKUP PLAYERS.  

1.3.2 Picking Up Players from Other Rosters 
1.3.2.1 If a team has (6), at least (1) of them being female, they may pick up (2) players from 

another roster in the same division during the regular season in order to field a full team ON THE 
FIELD. 

1.3.2.2 Teams may only pick up the gender of which they are short players from their roster  
1.3.2.3 Teams may not pick up more than (2) players from another roster in the same division.   
1.3.2.4 Teams able to field a full ON THE FIELD team of strictly roster players MAY NOT pick up 

players. 
1.3.2.5 Teams may not pick up players from another roster if after picking up players, the number 

of players ON THE FIELD would exceed their opponents number of on-the-field players. 
1.3.2.6 Teams may pick up only the number of gender-specific players needed to create a full team 

on the field and all roster players will be allowed to participate as active substitutes 
1.3.2.6a EXAMPLES Team A has 5 males and 1 female roster players.  They may pick up 2 
female, non-roster players.  Team B has 4 males and 2 female roster players.  They may pick up 1 
male and 1 female non-roster players.  Team C has 8 males and one female roster players.  They 
will be able to pick up 2 female non-roster players and all of their roster players will still be 
allowed to participate as active substitutes. 

1.3.2.7  If a team has picked up a player from another roster, and then one of their original roster 
players shows up, that non roster player must exit the game immediately.  

1.3.2.8 The use of non-roster players will not be allowed during playoffs. 
 
1.4 In order to participate in the league, each participant must sign the team waiver before 

participating. Participants must also check in every week. Waivers are provided and must be 
completed and handed in no later than the first night of play. Officials will have waivers on the 
field prior to game time for participants to sign/check in every week. If a player shows up late, 
they cannot play until they see the supervisor and check in or sign the waiver if necessary. Players 
must sign the waiver and participate in two regular season games in order to be eligible for 
playoffs. 

1.4.1 Any team that, during the course of a playoff game, is found to be using illegal players, 
knowingly or unknowingly, will forfeit the game.  The player in question must be able to prove 
that they are the person they are checked in as, be it in a picture ID or the ability to answer 
questions about the contact information provided on the waiver.  If the player is unable to prove 
their identity, the game will be immediately forfeited.  NO EXCEPTIONS WILL BE MADE. 

1.4.2 Players must play in at least 2 regular season games to be eligible to play in the playoffs.  This 
means players have signed the waiver and have been highlighted two times.  It is the players’ 
responsibility to check in with the official every game. 

 
***If a player is ejected they cannot be replaced on the field. If an ejection causes a team to be 
below the minimum required numbers of players the team will have to forfeit the game*** 
 

2. The Team Captain  
2.1 Each team shall identify one team captain to the referee prior to the game. 
2.2 Only a team captain may speak on behalf of their team to referee and league officials. 

2.2.1 The team captain is expected to address referees and league officials in a respectful manner in 
keeping with the OSSC Guidelines of Soccer 

2.3 The team captain must serve as a liaison between OSSC and his/her team, and is expected to 
attend any required league informational meetings and communicate league correspondence to 
their team in a timely manner. 

 
3. Equipment  
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 3.2 All players must wear closed-toe shoes. 
3.2.1 All non-metal cleats and turf shoes are allowed. 
3.2.2 Metal cleats or spikes are not permitted. 

3.3 Game Ball: The OSSC does provide a limited amount of game balls for the teams. If teams provide 
their own game ball, size 5 balls must be used. If a team is playing with a smaller size soccer ball, 
they must immediately change the ball out. 

 
4. Playing Field  

4.1 Teams must stay on their own defensive side of the field when not in the game.  
 
5. Officials/Referees  

5.1 OSSC will train and provide one referee for each game. 
 
 

II. Game Day Particulars: Games, Time  
 
6. Games  

6.1 Prior to the start of a game, team captains and the referees will meet at mid field for introductions, 
to discuss ground rules, sportsmanship, the coin toss, and any questions. 

6.2 Coin Flip 
6.2.1 The beginning of the game will start with the OSSC staff using an “odd/even”, or coin flip. The 

winning team will then have one of two options: 1) offense or 2) side (direction). Teams flip flop 
direction at the start of the second half. The team that started the game on defense will start the 
second half on offense.  

6.3 The home team is to wear dark color shirts. 
6.4 The away team is to wear white color shirts. 
6.5 Play will be divided into (2) 20-minute halves. 

6.5.1 Teams flip flop direction at the start of the second half. The team that started the game on 
defense will start the second half on offense.  

6.6 There will be a running clock maintained by the referee.   
6.6.1 Any delay tactics, (kicking the ball far out of bounds) will allow the referee (at his/her 

discretion) to stop the clock. 
6.7 A game is considered “official” when it reaches halftime. 

6.7.1 Games called by a referee or an OSSC league representative prior to being considered “official” 
will not count in the standings, and a make-up game will be scheduled by OSSC, if possible. 

6.7.2 Playoffs games that are called in the middle of the game will be rescheduled from the point of 
which the game was called.  

 6.07.2.1 Only participants who were presented when the original game was called can play in the 
rescheduled game.  

6.8 The official game clock will be kept by the referee, and started as closely as possible to the 
scheduled game time. 

6.8.1 The only acceptable reasons to delay the start of the official game clock are lack of field 
availability or hazardous weather. 

6.8.2 Teams are expected to be at the field and ready to play at their scheduled game time. If a team 
fails to field the minimum number of players by the scheduled start time, a forfeit will be 
recorded. 

6.8.3 Courtesy Time: Teams will have until 10 minutes past the designated start time to field a legal 
team. This must be requested by the captain. 

6.9 Regular season games can end in a tie. 
 

 
III. Rules 
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7. GENERAL RULES  
7.1 TIE GAMES/SCORING - Games ending in a tie score will be recorded as tie games during regular 

season play. Please refer to the OVERTIME section for ties during the playoffs.  

7.2 KICKOFF 

7.2.1 Consists of the ball being placed at midfield.  The ball must complete 1 forward rotation before 
touched by another player. Kickoffs are indirect. Teams cannot score on the kickoff unless the 
ball is touched by another player (offensive or defensive) in the offensive half. 

7.3 OFFSIDES - There is no offside’s. 
 

7.4 SUBSTITUTIONS 
7.4.1 Teams may only sub from their defensive side of the field.  
7.4.2 Players may substitute on any stoppage of play. There is no limit on the amount of substitutions 

per team/per game.   
7.4.3 Illegal Substitutions 
 7.4.3.1 Teams may not substitute “on the fly”.     
 7.4.3.2 First Offence will result in a change of possession. 
 7.4.3.3 Second Offence will result in a Yellow Card given to the illegal substitute. 
 7.4.3.4 Third Offence will result in a penalty kick. 
 
7.5 OUT OF BOUNDS - Anytime the ball goes over either sideline, out of bounds, a throw- in will 

ensue.  The person throwing in the ball must throw the ball from behind their head with both 
hands and keep both feet remaining on the ground out-of-bounds until the ball is released. 

 7.5.1 On a throw-in, if the ball is properly thrown, but never enters the playing field, will result in a re-
throw. This can only happen once per situation. 

 7.5.2 Anytime the ball crosses an endline, a corner kick or goal kick will ensue. 
7.5.2.1 If the ball is last touched by a defender results in a corner kick.  Ball is placed on nearest 

corner and kicked in by offensive team.  Goals may be scored on corner kicks.  The defense must 
be at least 5 paces from the corner on corner kick attempts. 

7.5.2.2 If the ball is last touched by attacker results in a goal kick by the defense. 
 
7.6 NO GOALKEEPERS - Teams will not be allowed to have a goalkeeper.   

 
7.7 THE GOAL ARC - A goal arc will be marked off in front of each goal.  It will extend 4 paces/yards 

up from the center of goal and 3 paces/yard to each side of the goal posts. All players (offensive 
and defensive) may move through this area without touching the ball.  Contact with the ball while 
the ball and/or player are in the arc will result in a penalty.  In the arc includes but is not limited 
to: 

7.7.1 Both player and ball are in the arc when contact is made 
7.7.2 Ball is in the arc and the player reaches into the arc and makes contact with the ball 
7.7.3 Player is in the arc and the player reaches out of the arc and makes contact with the ball   

7.7.3.1 If this occurs by an offensive player, it will result in the following:  A free kick for the 
defensive team from the edge of the goal arc.   

7.7.3.2 If this occurs by a member of the defense, it will result in the following:  A penalty kick on 
an open goal 15 paces/yards out. 

       7.7.4 If the ball or a player is on the line of the goal arc. 
 7.7.5.1 If the ball is last touched by a defensive player and comes to a complete stop inside the goal 

arc, the  play will be dead and will result in a corner kick for the offense. 
 7.7.5.2 If the ball is last touched by an offensive player and comes to a complete stop inside the goal 

arc, the play will be dead and will result in a goal kick for the defense.  
 
7.8 ALL KICKS ARE DIRECT KICKS - The ball is to be placed at the point of the infraction and to be 

put in play by any player on the affected team.  Goals may be scored on direct kicks.   
 7.8.1 The kicker taking the direct kick must request “5 steps” to the referee if they would like it.  
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 7.8.2 The kicker may play the ball as soon as it becomes dead, unless asked for 5 steps/yards. At that 
time, the kicker must wait for the referees signal. 

7.9 A direct kick is to follow these infractions:    
7.9.1 Charging   
7.9.2 Roughness  
7.9.3 Handball  
7.9.4 Dangerous play/kick  
7.9.5 Slide-tackles  
7.9.6 Playing a ball from the ground.   
7.9.7 The ball cannot be scooped. All kicks must be a fluid motion 
7.9.8 Exception:  No goals may be scored by the offensive team from their own defensive half of the 

field unless the ball comes into contact with either an offensive or defensive player on the 
offensive half.   

 
7.10 PENALTIES - Penalties incurred inside the goal arc by the defense will result in a penalty kick.  

Penalties incurred outside the goal-arc but within a 5 yard/pace radius of the goal-arc will also 
result in a penalty kick. 

 
7.11 PENALTY KICKS – Penalty kicks will be on an open goal 15 paces out from the goal mouth.  

Once a penalty kick is struck, the play is dead.  Neither team will be allowed to make a play on 
the ball.  If the penalty kick is unsuccessful, the defensive team will be awarded a free-kick from 
the edge of the goal arc.   

 
7.12 SLIDE TACKLING/SLIDING:  

7.12.1 Sliding: No sliding of any kind will be allowed.  Any type of slide will result in a free kick for 
the opposing team from the point of infraction.  This includes sliding for a ball, even if there is no 
opposing player in the vicinity.  

7.12.2 Slide Tackling: Slide Tackling will not be allowed. Slide tackles will result in a free kick 
being awarded to the opposing team at the point of the infraction. The first “Slide Tackling” 
offense will be a yellow card. The second offense will be a red card. If deemed intentional and 
purposely harmful, a player will automatically be issued a red card and sent off the field. The 
offending team must play down a player of that gender. 

 
7.13 DANGEROUS PLAY/PLAYING A BALL FROM THE GROUND – will not be allowed. They 

will result in a direct kick being awarded to the opposing team at the point of the infraction.   
 
8. CARDS 

8.1 Referee’s have the authority to issue a yellow card and/or red card if the behavior portrayed by a 
participant is deemed unsporting in the referee’s judgment. 

8.2 Yellow Card – If player is issued 1 yellow card, he/she has been given a formal warning. The 
referee has the authority to sit that player down for a maximum of 2 minutes. 2 yellow cards is the 
equivalent of a red card and is considered ejected. If a player is issued 2 yellow cards, that player 
will be asked to leave the field of play immediately. The offending team must play down a player 
of the ejected gender. Yellow cards are issued are for “unsportsmanlike behavior” including but 
not limited to the following examples:  

8.2.1 Hard fouls 
8.2.2 Holding an opponent or deliberately handling the ball for the purpose of preventing an 

opponent from gaining possession of the ball 
8.2.3 Saying things that are designed to confuse or distract an opponent 
8.2.4 Dissent by word or actions 
8.2.5 Harassment: jumping around, shouting or making gestures to intentionally distract an opponent 
8.2.6 Jumping in front of a corner kick, free kick or throw-in 
8.2.7 Preventing the “goalkeeper” from putting the ball into play 
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8.2.8 Gaining an unfair advantage by leaning on, climbing on the back of, or holding a teammate or 
the goal 

8.2.9 Blatant cases of holding and pulling an opposing player or his uniform 
8.2.10 Any action designed to deceive the Referee 
8.2.11 Behavior which in the Referee's judgment is unsportsmanlike or causes an unfair advantage 
8.2.12 Slide tackling (first slide tackle will be a yellow card) 
8.2.13 Deliberately (in the officials eyes) touching the ball inside the arc in order to prevent a goal 
8.2.14 Subbing on the fly 

8.3 Red Card – If a player is issued a red card or 2 yellow cards, that player will be asked to leave the 
field of play immediately. The offending team must play down a player of the ejected gender. Red 
cards are issued are for “serious foul play” including but not limited to the following examples: 

8.3.1 Any use of excessive force or brutality against an opponent when challenging for the ball 
8.3.2 Challenging for the ball from the front, from the side or from behind using one or both legs, 

with excessive force and endangering the safety of an violent conduct 
8.3.3 Spitting at anyone 
8.3.4 Slide tackling (2nd offense or if deemed intentional and purposely harmful) 
8.3.5 Deliberately (in the officials eyes) touching the ball with a hand in order to prevent a goal or to 

deny an obvious goal scoring opportunity  
8.3.6 Fouling an opponent to prevent an obvious goal scoring opportunity (e.g., holding to stop a 

breakaway) 
8.3.7 Using offensive, insulting or threatening language and/or gestures 

 
9. FIGHTING 

9.1 Fighting is not allowed and will NOT be tolerated.  All parties involved in fighting will be 
subject to ejection from the game at the referee’s discretion and subject to ejection from the 
league at OSSC staff discretion. 
 
***If a player is ejected they cannot be replaced in the line up. If an ejection causes a team to be 
below the minimum required numbers of players the team will have to forfeit the game*** 

 

 
IV. Rankings/Playoffs 
 
10. TEAM RANKINGS 

10.1 For the purposes of playoff seeding, teams will be ranked by points. 
10.2 Tie breakers are established for teams with the same record.  Tie breakers in order of consideration 

are: 
10.2.1 Result of head-to-head game (if the teams played each other) 
10.2.2 Winning Percentage 
10.2.3 Strength of Schedule 

10.3 League standings will be posted on the OSSC website each week.  These standings should be 
considered unofficial rankings, as they typically will not consider head-to-head results.   

 
11. PLAYOFFS 

11.1 All teams make the playoffs.  In certain situations teams at or near the bottom of the standings may 
not advance to the playoffs. 

11.2 Playoffs will be single elimination. 
11.3 All rules remain unchanged during playoff games, with the exception that games will not end in a 

tie or stopped due to time limitations.   
11.4 If teams are tied at the end of regulation sudden death will be used.  A sudden death play-off will 

involve 6 team members from each team, with a maximum of 4 males, for a five-minute overtime. 
If neither team scores after the sudden death overtime period, teams will go into a shootout. A 
coin toss will decide which team starts with the ball. 

11.5 SHOOTOUT SPECIFICS:   
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11.5.1 Each team selects 5 players (3 males, 2 females) - players don’t have to have been playing at 
the end of regulation.  A coin toss will decide which team shoots first.  The referee will decide 
which goal to shoot at. Shots will be placed and not dribbled. 

11.5.1.1 If a team is playing with the minimum one female, both teams will replace the second 
female with a male for the shootout, making it (4 males, 1 female). 

13.5.2 Teams will alternate taking direct penalty shots from 15 paces off the goal line at an open 
goal. (No guy/ girl shooting order is necessary) 

11.5.3 If tied after the 1st round, the 2nd round will be SUDDEN DEATH i.e. 1st player from Team A 
scores & 1st player from Team B misses - Team A wins.  Players will take direct penalty shots 
from 20 paces off the goal line at an open goal. Players who shot in the 1st shootout are not 
eligible to shoot again until all remaining players present have shot.  If and when 1 team begins to 
utilize players for the second time, the other team may “recycle” players as well.  Thus, some 
players on the team with more people present, may or may not shoot. 

 
12. BEVERAGE POLICY 

12.1 Alcoholic Beverages are not permitted at the field   
12.1.1 Players and/or spectators with these banned items are subject to ejection.   

 
13. ADDITIONAL RULES 

13.1 Any rulings not specifically covered in the rules are up to the discretion of the referee.  
13.2 OSSC reserves the right to amend or add to the above stated rules at any time, as needed. 
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LEAGUE POLICIES 
 
GAMES: 
During the regular season one game will be played within time allotted. Games will be divided into two 20-
minute halves with a brief half-time break. During the regular season, no overtime will be used. The clock runs 
continuously during the game.  
 
SCHEDULES: The Orlando Sport and Social Club reserves the right to shift registered teams within 
competition levels in an attempt to create more competitive and evenly matched games.  Final decisions 
are at the discretion of OSSC staff.  
 
TEAMS UNABLE TO MAKE IT TO SCHEDULED GAMES  

Rescheduled Games- A team unable to attend a game may try to have their game rescheduled by 
contacting our office at 407-896-9510 or via email. This needs be done at least 1 week in advance of 
the scheduled game time. We cannot guarantee we will be able to reschedule your game but will try 
our best.  
 
Defaults- A team unable to attend a game may default their game by contacting our office at 407-896-
9510 or via email. This needs be done at least 24 hours in advance of the scheduled game time. 
Sunday games must be defaulted by Friday at 4pm. A default will result in a loss by the defaulting 
team, but will have no immediate effect on the team’s playoff eligibility. Defaults are an alternative to 
forfeits. 
 
Forfeits- Any team may be assessed a forfeit or loss by default for unsportsmanlike conduct. If neither 
team shows for a game, both will be charged a forfeit, and the game will not be rescheduled. In order 
to win the game by forfeit, the team with players there has to have the minimum number of players 
present, according to specific sport rules. Teams will not be refunded for forfeited games or for 
removal from the league as a result of forfeited games. Forfeits are extremely detrimental to the 
program and are strongly discouraged. 
 
If your team forfeits a game during the season, the following rules apply: 
First Offense:  Loss of game and warning issued. 
Second Offense:  Loss of game and staff reserves the right to remove team from playoffs. 
Third Offense:  Removal from the league. 
 

Teams have until ten minutes past the designated start time to field a full squad (or the league minimum of 
players required according to rules). If at that time a team is unable to field a legal team, it will be a forfeit. 
 
STANDINGS: 
The updated standings will be posted weekly.  The standings will display each teams rank within its skill level. 
Rank is based on each team’s winning percentage throughout the season. 
 
PLAYOFFS: 
Playoffs will begin immediately following the end of the regular season and will typically last between 2 and 3 
weeks. After teams have been seeded according to their records all captains will receive an email with the 1st 
week of playoff game times. Teams will not receive an email for any other weeks of playoffs! It is ALL 
TEAM’S responsibility to check the playoff brackets at the league or online to find out what time they will be 
playing the following week if they win. In playoffs it is not uncommon, (and in some cases will be necessary), 
for teams to have more than one game in a given night. No non-roster players will be allowed during playoffs. 
All players must have signed the team waiver, played in at least two regular season games and not be on 
another teams roster in the same division to be eligible for playoffs. All eligible teams will make the playoffs. 
Playoff eligible teams will be determined on a league-by-league basis. Teams that have violated the forfeit 
policy during the course of regular season will not be eligible for playoffs. In certain situations teams at or near 
the bottom of the standings may not advance to the playoffs. Check with OSSC league coordinator to see if 
this applies to your league. Playoffs are single elimination. 
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Any team that, during the course of a playoff game, is found to be using illegal players, knowingly or 
unknowingly, will forfeit the game.  The player in question must be able to prove that they are the person they 
are checked in as, be it in a picture ID or the ability to answer questions about the contact information provided 
on the waiver.  If the player is unable to prove their identity, the game will be immediately forfeited.  NO 
EXCEPTIONS WILL BE MADE. 
 
Seeding: Teams are seeded according to wins/losses. Teams may be dropped from their regular season level 
based on the above criteria. Teams may play more than one game per day/night, and/or play games on 
days/nights other than your regularly scheduled league day/night if necessary. OSSC reserves the right to 
schedule playoff games on days other than teams regularly scheduled league night. 
 
WAIVERS: 
In order to participate in the league, each participant must sign the team waiver before participating. 
Participants must also check in every week. Waivers are provided and must be completed and handed in no 
later than the first night of play. Officials will have waivers on the field prior to game time for participants to 
sign/check in every week. If a player shows up late, they cannot play until they see the supervisor and check in 
or sign the waiver if necessary. Players must sign the waiver and participate in two regular season games in 
order to be eligible for playoffs. 
 
PLAYER ELIGIBILITY: 
Any questions regarding rules, policies, or eligibility of players must be addressed before the start of the game. 
Any team that would like to challenge the eligibility of an opposing player must do so before the start of the 
game. Players, who have been placed on the roster, signed the waiver and participated in at least two regular 
season games are eligible for playoffs. A formal protest may be filed before a game if an opposing player’s 
eligibility is in question. The player in question will be required to provide his/her player information (name, 
address, phone #, signature) in writing to an OSSC staff member prior to the start of the game. This qualifies 
as an official protest. Any protest made during a game or after a game will NOT be considered a formal 
protest. The game will then be played in its entirety as scheduled. Teams will be notified of all rulings on the 
identified eligibility discrepancy by the following business day – decisions will not be made on site. If the 
protest is proven to be legitimate, it will result in the forfeiture of the game in question. Games subsequent to 
the protested game may be rescheduled. The above procedure will also apply for any other “logged” protests. 
All rulings by OSSC staff are considered final. 
 
The OSSC reserves the right to deem a player to be at too high of a skill level to participate in all 
divisions of a league except for the highest division for that day.  If a player is deemed too skilled, the 
team will be informed of this decision and the player will be removed.  If this occurs on the day/night of a 
game and the team is then short the minimum number of required players the will be allowed to pick up a 
suitable, OSSC approved, replacement without receiving a forfeit.    Teams that have registered in the 
lower divisions of the league are required to be aware of their teammate’s skill levels and if a large 
number of the team members are overqualified, that team will be moved to a higher division or will be 
removed from the league without a refund. 
 
SPORTSMANSHIP: 
The idea of OSSC is to have fun.  We hope that all participants keep that in mind when becoming involved.  
Although the games may become intense, you still can be competitive while maintaining good sportsmanship.  
With this said, any behavior deemed unacceptable by staff may result in suspension and/or ejection from a 
game or the league.  Abuse of officials, referees, and other staff will not be tolerated.  OSSC reserves the right 
to remove a player from a game or a league if they are considered to be bringing down the quality of the 
league.  OSSC will not tolerate fighting!  Fighting will be an automatic ejection from any game and in most 
cases ejection from the league for the remainder of the season. 
 
STAFF: 
To coordinate and run the league, our refs and/or staff will be available at all times to help the league run as 
smoothly as possible. If you have questions regarding schedules, policies, rule interpretations, directions to the 
bar, etc. please ask. 
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LEAGUE CANCELLATION/RAINOUT: 
Leagues may be cancelled due to existing weather conditions, dangerous or unplayable field conditions, 
facility constraints, etc. OSSC staff makes every effort to play all scheduled games, thus we will not cancel 
games until absolutely necessary. Therefore, if you are calling concerning a decision on a cancellation, 
remember we will not have an answer until close to the start of the league. 
 
If the league is cancelled in advance, OSSC staff will change the web site immediately. OSSC will then call all 
of the captains to let them know. It is then the captain’s responsibility to inform all teammates of the 
cancellation. If a league is cancelled on site, OSSC staff will attempt to contact those teams still scheduled to 
play the remainder of the league day/night. Depending on the time of cancellation, some teams will have to be 
notified on site. If we do cancel, we will push back the schedule one week and play the rained out game(s) at 
the end of the season. (ex. If game 2 (April 7th) is cancelled teams should follow the game 3 schedule (April 
14th) for their next game, and game 2 will now be game 7). In extreme circumstances, OSSC reserves the right 
to run a shortened season without a refund. OSSC also reserves the right to schedule games on days other than 
your regularly scheduled league day/night if necessary. 
 
A game will be considered complete during the regular season when: The first half has been completed. If the 
game has been called and it is not to this point yet, the game will start over. The OSSC reserves the right to 
overrule this policy at its own discretion. 
 
OSSC GIVEAWAYS: 
Each team will receive a giveaway for each person signed on the waiver per team. The giveaway will be 
handed out during one week in the season. Please look for an announcement at the league designating which 
night giveaways will be distributed. The OSSC cannot guarantee the availability of giveaways after “Giveaway 
night” so please pick them up on “Giveaway night”. The champion in each division will receive a prize. 
 
These policies are designed to make the league run as smoothly and safely as possible, and provide continuity 
for its participants. Each player in the league is responsible for this information: Please advise your team of 
these rules and thanks for playing. 
 


